






teresa l.mcgrath
#123678 | May 6, 2020

Testimony to Portland City Council on the Residential Infill Project, Recommended
Draft 

3917 ne 10th demolished for duplex that worsens affordable living....rip up the rip, and remove hb
2001 while you are at it...this house was an affordable rental from 1977...it's twin is just next door,
north of it....this is a good example of razing an affordable rental by an out of state developer, and
erecting a massive duplex that shades many homes, and makes affordability non-existent....why?
why not restore?....why do you allow this and make things worse...thx
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Tyler Lyon
#123681 | May 6, 2020

Testimony to Portland City Council on the Residential Infill Project, Recommended
Draft 

I strongly oppose RIP in this neighborhood. It does not increase housing affordability. For example,
there are two properties for sale on the same street. 5716 NE 22nd Ave is one of two newly
constructed homes on a lot that was split to accommodate two houses where there was previously
one. This property is listing at $624k. Six doors down, 5844 NE 22nd Ave is an older home, built in
1929. This house needs some work, but is in great shape. It is listed at $519k. Newly constructed
homes are not more affordable than the existing older homes. As you can see from the listings
attached here, the new homes have less square footage and are much more expensive. The only
people that would benefit from RIP are builders and developers, not the people that live in these
neighborhoods. This is only one of the many issues I have with the Residential Infill Project, along
with no requirements for off street parking, pollution from construction, destruction of green spaces
and decreasing property value. RIP would lead to overcrowding neighborhoods and in turn would
destroy Portland as we know it.
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